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WeirDo Even Weirder!
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Weir Do is new in school and has made some new friends,
including Bella Allen, a girl he really likes. He is settling in quite
nicely, but when Bella Allen’s birthday costume party comes up,
Weir feels the pressure to avoid any misstep that might get him
uninvited. He finds a perfect present, a perfect costume and
gets set to go. However, the day does not go as planned and the
success of the party is threatened. Weir’s family steps in with
fun activities so the party is saved, and happily, Bella Allen loves
Weir’s gift.
Once again, Anh Do writes a funny book for young readers. Weir
Do’s character is very relatable because he is a boy who is good
at some things, bad at others, and wants nothing more than to
belong. This book addresses topics such as social acceptance,
friendship, and self-confidence in a hilarious way. The illustrations
and graphics contribute substantially to the humor, which does
include some mild bathroom humor. Children ages six to ten will
be attracted to this book.
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